Jeep tj transfer case linkage diagram

Our Jeep stopped climbing. It was as if we had somehow shifted out of low range, because the
Jeep would just stall out on any tough obstacle or climb and the poor clutch was taking the
brunt of the abuse. As we tried to double-check that we were still in low range, the transfer case
shifter flopped around unattached to anything. In fact, all these were true. Under extreme flex
and twisting the transfer case shifter came apart and the NV transfer case had popped into high
range, though the shifter inside the cab had never moved, leading us to believe that we were
still in low. We got out of the rocks after a friend crawled under and shifted the case into low
again, but we had no way to shift it back into high once off the rocks without climbing back
under the Jeep. The stock factory T-case linkage is pretty janky [ janky, adj. It gets even jankier
when a body lift is added and the drivetrain is torque twisted, such as when under extreme
loads. Rather than putting it back together in order for it to fall apart again the next time, we
opted to upgrade and spend our time trying to break some other part of our Jeep. A call to
Novak Conversions and an hour under the Jeep, and we had gone from janky to swanky with a
new cable shifter kit. The factory Jeep TJ and XJ shifters use a system that has a mechanical
linkage attached to both the body and the drivetrain via some bars, bushings, and linkage. The
Novak kit top right replaces all the factory linkage and shifter rails lower left with a simple
high-grade, low-friction push pull cable. The cable has one bracket that attaches to the body
and the other to the transfer case mount. The most difficult part of the installation is attaching
the cable mount bracket to the bottom of the body tub by yourself. Having a helper would make
this easy. The final install shifted smooth and allowed us to get back on the trail and off without
having to crawl underneath and shift the transfer case anymore. Close Ad. Forums Photos
Industry Videos. From Janky Shifter to Swanky Shifter. Fred Williams Photographer, Writer.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Note: This article does not cover every transfer case ever
installed in a Jeep, but instead highlights the most popular used throughout the years. There is
a lot more information available about each of the transfer cases listed below, as such this
article is written to give you an overview of each. This information was compiled to give you
some background on a few of the more popular transfer cases, and help you identify them
should you stumble across one in a wrecking yard. The Dana 18, as it is commonly referred, is
easily identified as it has both front and rear outputs offset to the passenger side of the Jeep.
There are 5 different varieties of the Dana 18 transfer case. The earliest versions have a 2. All of
the Dana 18 cases are cast iron. Many of the Dana 18 transfer cases were also fitted with the
Warn overdrive attached to the rear via the PTO port. The overdrive also adds another shifter to
the mix and makes it easy to spot a Dana 18 with the overdrive unit. The Dana 20 also differs in
that it has a 2. The centered rear output allowed for a straight through design, and made the
Dana 20 much quieter than the Dana 18 it replaced. Because of the straight through design, the
Dana 20 also tended to wear less than the Dana Dana 20 transfer cases are very strong, and
there are numerous aftermarket parts available to increase its strength. The Quadra-Trac used a
passenger side front and rear output. The Quadra-Trac transfer case was the first Jeep transfer
case to use an aluminum case and chain drive. It was also the first Jeep transfer case to use a
vacuum selector switch instead of a direct linkage lever. The vacuum actuator switch was
normally located in the glove box. It is important to note that although the Quadra-Trac transfer
case was a rather quirky design during its time, it was revolutionary and led to the design of
many of the transfer cases in use today. The Quadra-Trac transfer case had no provision for
chain adjustment, so chain replacement was required. There were 2 versions of the
Quadra-Trac, the BW , which had no low range, and the second version, the BW that had a low
range of 2. Many Jeep owners swap out the Quadra-Trac for the Dana 18 transfer case as the
two share the same offset and drop allowing the use of the stock axle assemblies. The Dana is
perhaps the finest of all the Jeep transfer cases. Its cast iron case, helically cut gears, straight
through design and low range of 2. The Dana featured a centered rear output and a passenger
side front output. There were two different versions of the Dana the early version in used a
shorter rear output yoke, while the later versions were an inch or so longer. The Dana is
probably the most widely supported Jeep transfer case by the aftermarket. You can upgrade
just about every component in the case, from low range gears and output shafts, to twin stick
shifters. This is by far the easiest of all Jeep transfer cases to upgrade. The NP is one of the
weaker Jeep transfer cases, but can be upgraded. The NP has an aluminum case and chain
driven planetary reduction. Thankfully the NP was installed behind some of the weakest Jeep
power trains every used. It featured a 2. The NP is similar to the NP as it has an aluminum case
and chain driven planetary reduction. The NP has a low range of 2. It was used in full sized
Cherokees from and in Jeep trucks from to The NP was an option in full size Jeeps. It uses a
viscous clutch assembly and vacuum actuation. Not many of these are still in use, rebuilt parts
are getting hard to find, and the overall strength is not that great. These two transfer cases are
perhaps the weirdest ever installed in a Jeep vehicle. Both models featured aluminum cases

and chain drive. Early models of the NP featured a lock out feature to keep the transfer case
from being engaged while the vehicle was moving. This was necessary because the viscous
coupler could be damaged if the vehicle was moving the slightest bit. Once known as the NV
and then the NP , these two transfer cases are basically identical and share interchangeable
parts. Nowadays this transfer case is simply labeled the J. The J features an aluminum case,
chain drive, a driver side front output and centered rear output. It has the lowest low range gear
ratio of all Jeep transfer cases at 2. The major variations of the J-transfer case are the input gear
which can be found in 21 and spline and a short, medium and long versions of each. The J is a
very strong transfer case and can be found in a variety of Jeeps since its introduction in The J
transfer case is strongly supported by the aftermarket and can be easily upgraded. This is a full
time 4WD system that does not offer a low range. It is a chain driven aluminum cased transfer
case and it offers a wide range of driver selectable options, including 2wd Hi range, full time
4wd, and part time 4wd high and low range. Although not as strong as a , it is still plenty stout
for the Jeeps it was offered in. This full time four wheel drive system offers a neutral and low
range 2. Under normal driving conditions most torque is applied to rear axles but when slippage
is detected a georotor pump engages a disc clutch to route power to the front axles. The NV can
be problematic and expensive to repair and is not one of the most popular transfer cases. Many
Jeepers choose to replace this transfer case with a more conventional system when they decide
to modify their ZJ or WJ. This is the latest and greatest in Jeep transfer case technology. Jeep
finally listened to Jeep owners and the aftermarket, and gave the consumer the transfer case
they have been building from the J for years. The OR features 4. This transfer case was
originally designed to withstand the torque output of the Cummins Diesel, as such is one of the
strongest ever installed in a factory Jeep. Your email address will not be published. Save my
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